Tried and True?

Tried

The “tried” portion of this session will focus on things that have worked for us at St. Andrew and may serve as affirmations on what you already do and hopefully spur a few new ideas for you to try yourself.

- Repertoire
  - What is important to look for when choosing anthems?
  - Swap favorite anthem lists with other directors
  - Reading sessions at conferences
  - A look at Michael Hawn’s “Streams of Song” study
- How often should the youth choir sing in worship?
- Rehearsal length
- Prayer times and devotional ideas
- A proven anthem list
- Recruitment
- The place of the youth choir in the future

True

We will take a look at ourselves and our students, being true to who we are and to our calling.

- Excellence
- Expectation
- Our pastoral role
- Our “parent” role

This session will likely conclude with a student perspective.